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We are proud to introduce Presnell Sporting Collection 
 – a new medium of access to the absolute pinnacle of worldwide 
sporting experiences for Sportsman.
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Presnell Sporting Collection is an exclusive,  

membership service similar in concept to a multi-

location private country club.  Members have 

access to our exclusive Collection of sporting travel 

destinations; these selective locations fully under-

stand our Members’ requirement for excellence. 

Presnell Sporting Collection sporting 

destinations have been carefully selected on the ba-

sis of the experience offered, seasonality, geography, 

and most importantly, the requirement that the 

destination be of unparalleled quality.  Our offering 

includes big game, upland game, waterfowl, and 

fresh or saltwater fishing.  Stalking Rocky Mountain 

elk in Colorado, trophy red stag in New Zealand, 

embarking on an African Big 5 or plains game safari, 

wing shooting dove populating the skies in Argen-

tina, or bone fishing in the spectacular waters of 

Andros Island in the Bahamas, are just a sampling 

of the unique adventures available to Members. 

Our Members’ travel universe of only the 

finest destinations is dynamic.  Many of the Presnell 

Sporting Collection destinations are undiscovered 

jewels that even astute, well-traveled Members 

would typically not be familiar with.   

Our principals have a passion for the outdoors 

that drive us to seek out new, exceptional outdoor 

experiences.  It is our goal to provide an expanding 

menu of unrivalled sporting adventures to select 

from so that our Members always have additional, 

novel destinations to experience.  If you are an 

avid and passionate sportsperson, or would like to 

become one, Presnell Sporting Collection is what 

you have been waiting for. 

We invite you to join Presnell Sporting 

Collection and enjoy a lifetime of great experiences 

at the superlative destinations.

Our Elite Sporting  
Designations  

are available for those 

discerning travelers who 

demand the absolute finest 

in atmosphere, decorum, and 

amenities. Elite Sporting Destinations have  

no peers in terms of lodging, terrain, service, 

furnishings, cuisine, and appointments and 

can only be described as extravagant in all  

details and particulars providing peerless  

outdoor adventures exceeding our exacting 

200 plus point Review of Excellence  

scoring requirements. 

Our Classic Sporting  
Designations
provide peerless outdoor 

adventures meeting our ex-

acting 200 plus point Review 

of Excellence scoring require-

ments for quality of service, overall  

guest experience, sporting and leisure environ-

ment, lodging, amenities, food and bever-

age, trophy quality, abundance of game, field 

guides, and all other important categories 

providing a comfortable environment for  

our main stream members.   

Our Choice Sporting  
Designations  
are quality experiences that 

are more economical for the 

sportsman who is wanting to 

stretch his dollar to potentially 

do more trips a year, without giving up quality 

of game, guides and decorum and who does 

not require more extensive amenities  

and services. 

For membership interest, contact a Member 
Services Specialist at 1.866.661.8818  
or www.presnellsportingcollection
info@presnellsportingcollection.com.com

Feal free to join us on: 



 

    Designed  
for the elite sportsman!  
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II.  Best Access
It is our mission to make access to the 

best periods at the best sporting destina-

tions a privilege that is reserved solely for 

Members of Presnell Sporting Collection.

III.  Best Guides
The Presnell Sporting Collection requires that 

our Members have their experiences enriched by 

access to only the very best field guide Pro Staff. 

These men and women have literally hundreds of 

years of combined experience in their respective 

disciplines. Their passion is placing our Members 

in a position where they will capture that trophy 

of a lifetime.  

 Our internal proprietary index score 

requires guides to exceed expectations in knowl-

edge of game, physical condition, background 

time as a guide, Member briefings, vigilance, 

attire, field techniques, equipment knowledge, 

treatment of working animals and downed game, 

and rapport with the Member. Whether you are a 

novice or an expert, our Guides have the training 

and passion required to insure your expectations 

for the sporting experience are exceeded.

IV.  BEST LEGACY
A Presnell Sporting Collection Legacy Mem-

bership is perpetual. Members can pass their 

Legacy Membership on to future generations, 

insuring an unforgettable legacy.

Our levels of Membership are  

transferable to immediate family members, and 

thereby also enable a Member to create a Legacy.

BEST

       ACCESS

BEST

GUIDES

Presnell Sporting 
Collection Big Five
 

Members are provided the key to enter-
ing a rarefied world where their sporting, 
and destination dreams are both easily 
accessed and seamlessly fulfilled.

We proudly present the 
Presnell Sporting Collection Big Five. The 
Big Five substantiates our unwavering 
commitment to insuring our Members’ 
expectations are met or exceeded.

I. BEST EXPERIENCES
Presnell Sporting Collection Members realize 

their sporting and travel dreams at only the 

best destinations in the world, each presenting 

a peerless, unrivaled experience. Our Members 

can reward indelible memories with family and 

friends, successfully entertain im-

portant clients and key employees, 

with full confidence the experience 

is the best in the world.

 

BEST

E
X

PERIENCES

BEST

LEGACY
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V.   Best Services
Presnell Sporting Collection is committed  

to providing excellence to its Members.  

This commitment is embodied in the  

services we provide, which include:

Personal Reservation  
Services
The trend in the travel industry is on-line 

booking. However, we strongly believe that our 

valued Members deserve individualized, profes-

sional service and that our Members’ particular 

needs cannot be met merely by the click of a 

mouse. There is no substitute for a live, pas-

sionate, and experienced consultant on the 

other line committed to providing the highest 

level of service and insuring every experience 

exceeds our Member’s expectations.

While the Presnell Sporting Collec-

tion website is available as an informative and 

enjoyable tool, our Members also have easy 

and convenient access to Presnell Personal  

Reservation Services, staffed with knowledge-

able travel consultants intimately familiar with 

the details of every sporting and travel experi-

ence presented and ready to answer all ques-

tions and otherwise aid Members in a turnkey, 

seamless process that begins with conveniently 

arranging all travel needs and culminates in an 

experience that meets or exceeds the Member’s 

expectations. Our Members avoid the inevi-

table frustrations associated with attempting 

to book a quintessential experience on-line and 

instead have ready access to a real professional 

that has been trained to serve as your personal 

travel assistant. 

All Presnell Sporting Collection destina-

tions include accommodations and experiences  

for 2 or more.

All reservations are made on a first 

come, first serve, space available basis. Mem-

bers are encouraged to contact Presnell Sporting 

Collection Personal Reservation Services early to 

assist with their planning.

We recognize our individual Members 

and the principals of our Business and Corporate 

Memberships have hectic schedules, and we have 

carefully designed our Presnell Sporting Collection 

Memberships to meet personal and  

business objectives. 

BEST

SERVICES

For reservations  
contact a Reservation  
Services Specialist  
at 1.866.661.8818

Hot List Inventory  
and Exchange
Presnell Sporting Collection also has programs 

and procedures to liquidate and/or exchange, 

on a case-by-case basis, for reservations that 

are cancelled. This Member Exchange Program 

and “Hot List” for special inventory is available 

on our Website for our destinations and/or 

Members in case of a cancellation.  

The Hot List is also where Members can see  

the latest destination cancellations and  

special deals.

Designed to meet personal  
                  and business objectives.
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Membership Summary – 
How it Works
The sporting experiences available at Presnell 

Sporting Collection destinations produce  

indelible, unforgettable memories. Membership 

is, therefore, the perfect medium for advancing 

a Members’ personal objectives and business 

goals.  We recognize a sporting experience is  

all about camaraderie.  Our destinations will  

accommodate multiple people so that family, 

friends and key business relationships can be 

forged or maintained in an atmosphere of  

quality and excellence.

Memberships can be acquired by  

individuls, business and corporate entities.  

Depending on Membership Level our Members 

have full right to invite their family members, 

employees, colleagues, customers, patrons or 

friends to enjoy any of our sporting experiences.

A Membership is secured by payment 

of Annual Dues. Thereafter, each Member pays 

the cost incurred for only those actual experiences 

that the Member reserves. Presnell Sporting  

Collection employs its purchasing power 

and contacts to negotiate the best terms for 

Members. Members’ costs and services for 

experiences they select are less than what an 

individual Member would be required to pay if 

the experiences were even available.

How to Join
For information on Membership Levels  

please call a Membership Development  

Representative at 1.866.661.8818.

www.presnellsportingcollection.com

Why it Works
The principals of Presnell Sporting Collection, 

with decades of passion in the sporting arena and 

a track record of commercial real estate success, 

have utilized their contacts, business acumen, and 

purchasing power to secure access to the foremost 

sporting experiences.

This inventory is secured under contracts 

that provide if any specific destination were to 

fail, default, or cease to meet the industry leading 

requirements of the Presnell Review of Excellence 

Index, then Presnell Sporting Collection reserves the 

right to suspend contract and secure a replacement. 

Unlike clubs where the portfolio is encumbered by 

a mortgage, and thus subject to the risk of a default 

and the loss of that desination with no prospect for 

replacement, no such risk exists in Presnell Sporting 

Collection. If a Sporting Destination falters, a new 

destination meeting our exacting scoring  

requirements is substituted.

Presnell Sporting Collection has no 
debt. The risks associated with debt and excessive 

leverage simply do not exist in the Presnell Sporting 

Collection model.

In summary, Presnell Sporting Collection 

presents its Members with superlative sporting, 

and leisure travel experiences under a model that 

has been carefully designed to avoid risk and insure 

satisfaction. A Presnell Sporting Collection  

Membership insures a Members’ legacy.



Benefits of Membership
Anxiety Free Services  If you would like 
to experience the World of Outdoor Sporting  
possibilities Presnell Sporting Collection is 
what you have been waiting for. A membership  
that offers hassle free decisions and great 
experiences 

Best Investment  The Presnell Sporting 
Collection is your Best Value option for travel 
– better than owning your own property or 
single site club membership with high  
maintenance costs or annual dues and/or  
limited options to choose from

Best Experiences  Benefit from preferred  
access to the Best Sporting Venues in the 
World

Best Options  Members have the flexibility 
of selecting between Elite Sporting Traveler,    
Classic Sporting Traveler, or Choice Traveler 
Venues for Big Game, Upland Game, Waterfowl, 
Salt Water and Fresh Water Fishing

Best Access   Benefit from a Membership  
that gives you the Best Reservation times  

Best Rates  Benefit from Best Rates and  
Value for your Reservations

Best Services  Benefit from the Best Service 
from Reservations and Lodges

Best Guides  Benefit from the Best most 
Experienced Guides

All Inclusive   Our sporting packages include 
everything needed to enjoy the experience –  
therefore avoiding annoying additional charges 
including game processing and shipping 

Pictures/Video  We provide pictures and/or 
videos of our destinations so you can be  
familiar and confident with where you are going

Annual Dues  Conservative dues for less than 
other type clubs and at a fraction of Whole 
Ownership

Personal Reservationist  One on one personal 
consulting by trained professionals to assist in all 
Reservations and/or Membership questions

Member Exchange & Hot List Inventory 
Opportunity to trade a reservation that you may 
have to cancel and opportunities to access  
cancelled inventory from other Members or  
Venues at reduced pricing

Members Only Website Section  A Members 
only section with Video and Pictures. We answer 
more questions than most Members would think 
to ask.

VIP Services  Travel Insurance - Firearm  
Insurance - Trophy Insurance - Global Rescue - 
Emergency Medical Safety and Safety Insurance

Endorsed Products and Services  Savings 
from our Presnell Sporting Collection endorsed 
Products and Services

Flexible Membership  Flexible Term Membership 
to meet your interest

Flexible Choices  An ever expanding  
selection of the Best Sporting Destinations in  
the World

Guest Flexibility  Travel with your choice of 
family, friends, key employees, customers, or 
vendors 

Professional Filming  Availability to have Trip 
Professionally Filmed

Professional Guides  Availability of  
Professional Hunter accompanying trip

No Debt  Our financial Model is designed with 
no debt making your Membership Safe and Secure

Bonded  We are Licensed and Bonded as a Seller 
of Travel in the requiring States
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VIP Services 
Presnell Sporting Collection has used its expertise, 

contacts, and purchasing power to identify  

inventory of unsurpassed outdoor experiences at 

the world’s top sporting destinations. In addition, 

based on our areas of expertise, Members have 

access to Exclusive VIP Services.

In keeping with our commitment to 

meeting Member’s unique needs, membership in 

the Presnell Sporting Collection includes the  

priceless VIP Services exclusively designed for 

optimal Membership experience.

 Global Rescue Providing emergency services 

and peace of mind for anytime you travel further 

than 160 miles from home. Whether on top of 

a mountain or an underwater cave or simply on 

the side of the road, this service is essential for 

worldwide security.

 Travel Insurance Rest assured that your 

money spent will be reimbursed should there be 

a cancelation or disruption. Benefits include trip 

Cancellation/Interruption, 24 Hour Worldwide 

Emergency Assistance, Pre-Existing Conditions 

waiver, and evacuation from anywhere in the 

world.     

 Trophy Insurance This one-of-a-kind  

protection is based upon replacement cost for 

another trophy animal. Whether it’s a lion or  

Russian brown bear, our Trophy Insurance will 

provide the cost to replace.  

 Firearm Insurance In the event of theft,  

loss or destruction we offer 24/7 coverage. Our  

protection is primary insurance and offers a full 

value, worldwide coverage.  

 Personal Travel Guides Dedicated to  

providing you with a safe, unique and unforgettable 

experience, our guides will insure your trip will  

be a memorable and enjoyable one. 

 Professional Filming Choice of photographer 

or videographer to capture the ambiance, detail 

and action from walks, stalks, and trophies. This 

opportunity will preserve your adventure for  

all posterity. 
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Website and  
Member Catalog
The Presnell Sporting Collection website is  

carefully crafted to implement our mission of 

providing experiences that meet or exceed our 

Member’s expectations. Our easy to use site 

implements this goal by conveniently presenting:

  “Members only” section with Member login

  Streaming and virtual video and pictures  

 for Sporting Destinations

  Special information for each destination  

 designed to maximize our Members’  

 satisfaction, including but not limited to:  

 local currency, seasons, weather, customs,  

 travel, and trophy processing and return

  Gear list for each destination

  Photos and video clips of Member  

 sporting experiences

  Member testimonials

  Inventory Hot List

  Endorsed Outdoor Products

To go directly to our website, 
Scan this QR code with your 

Mobile Device.
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Undiscovered jewels that   
              are truly exceptional!

An exclusive worldwide 
membership for the 

Elite Sporting Traveler

The Sportsman Country Club



A  Sampling of  Big Game,Upland Game, 
Waterfowl, Salt Water and Fresh Water Fishing



Plantation Style           
Quail Hunting Tucked on the banks of the Flint River in the 

heart of South Georgia’s plantation country 

sits one of the finest quail hunting  

destinations on the planet.  This destination 

can boast as the only three-time winner 

of the highly coveted industry “Orvis wing 

shooting lodge of the year award.”  The quail 

at this venue lurk in the unspoiled, longleaf 

pine savannahs that populate the rolling 

hardwood uplands, fields, meadows, and 

under stories of broom sedge and wiregrass.  

The lodge is a handsome two-

story dwelling that offers upgraded amenities 

to the discriminating outdoorsman.  The  

casual elegance of antebellum structures, 

such as the cozy porches, serve as  

convenient gathering places to sip a cold 

glass of sweet tea after a day in the fields and 

make this a personal experience for everyone 

fortunate enough to participate in the 

pursuit.  If you enjoy true elegance and style, 

combined with exceptional wing shooting, 

then this is a must see destination.

    Upgraded amenities  
          for discriminating                         
       outdoorsmen.

Plantation Style           
Quail Hunting
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This South African destination offers a 

world-class safari experience from top to 

bottom.  A magnificent lodge awaits the 

hunter upon arrival to South Africa.  

The animals that roam this jewel 

are abundant and of archetypal trophy 

status.  From plains game to four of the 

Big 5, this habitat will fulfill every hunter’s 

dreams.  Catering to both rifle and bow 

hunters, this destination will definitely 

satisfy every shooters goals for filling their 

trophy room.  This year round destination 

can also be home to those who enjoy the 

wing shooting lifestyle.  Upland birds are 

the pursuit, but waterfowl species are  

also abundant.

This superlative experience is a 

must for the adventure seeking elite  

sportsman.  Allow yourself the opportunity 

to partake in the hunt of a lifetime.

A luxuriously furnished lodge awaits the hunter  
      arriving to South Africa.

   African 
Safari
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   New Zealand
               Year  
         Round

Experience the dramatic scenery and grandeur  
                           of this unique destination.
Experience the dramatic scenery and grandeur  
                           of this unique destination.

This luxurious getaway offers all of the 

unique, scintillating experiences that New 

Zealand so proudly features.  The breathtaking  

setting simply has no rivals.  Located 

along the Southern Alps at the gateway of 

Wanaka, Haast Pass, and the Franz Joseph 

and Foy Glaciers, this destination strategically 

sits on a bluff bridging two of the South 

Island’s most beautiful lakes – Hawea and 

Wanaka.  The vivid vistas are indescribable 

and unforgettable.

This is the South Island at its very 

best. Members can enjoy the finest red stag 

hunting available. Red stags scoring up to 

400 inches are not uncommon.  Helicopter 

hunting for world-class tahr and chamois 

is an exhilarating adventure Members will 

never forget. An amazing world record 

15-inch Tahr was taken only a short ride 

from the lodge.  When not hunting, we 

recommend fishing for rainbow trout in the 

world-renowned Hunter and Dingle rivers.  

Indelible memories are guaranteed.
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New Zealand is renowned as a hunter’s 

paradise. The majestic Southern Alps of 

New Zealand hold some of the world’s finest 

big game animals for trophy hunting.  The 

genetic strain of red stag on this property has 

produced trophies scoring in the Top 20 SCI 

record books for that species.  When hunting 

in New Zealand’s Kaikoura region, you will 

experience some of the island’s most stunning 

scenery − from open, rolling meadows to 

steep hills with native timber and scrub to the 

snow covered peaks of the seaward Kaikoura 

Ranges. Stalk red stag, fallow deer, or chamois 

on this 9,000-acre property.

When not hunting, we recommend 

a trip to the town of Kaikoura for whale 

watching, shopping, and dining on New 

Zealand crawfish, caught just off-shore  

from town, while enjoying a glass of locally  

produced wine from the Kaikoura winery.  

This is a must do trip for any sportsman.

New Zealand Trophy  
              Hunting

The Kaikoura region –  
            where the mountains meet the sea.



The rush that comes when faced with the 

color and cackle of the ring-necked pheasant 

has scant rivals.  Few sights stir an elite 

sportsman’s heart more than this ground-

hugging rooster as it finally flushes upwards 

out of the tall grass and into your shotgun 

sight.  You are definitely in for the thrill  

of your life at this world-class destination.  

This destination is unique in that Presnell 

Sporting Collection Members have the  

opportunity to experience the “Grand Slam of 

Wing Shooting” by taking pheasant, chukar, 

valley quail, and Hungarian partridge in the 

same hunt. 

The log lodge offers a rustic 

elegance with fireplaces, cozy seating, and 

as much privacy—or togetherness—as you 

desire.  All gourmet meals are chef-prepared.  

You will be pampered during your stay and 

won’t lose weight on this hunting trip!

The bedrooms at this destination  

are guaranteed to exceed expectations, 

featuring private baths with slate counter 

tops, custom trim, and luxurious furnishings.  

This attention to detail is designed to assure 

a quintessential adventure on the Oregon 

prairie.
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At this world-class destination, you’re in for the rush of your life.

Oregon“ Grand Slam 
     of Wing Shooting”



This Destination is the result of years of 

preparation and dedication to Wildlife 

Management and the practical application 

of that management through the sport of 

hunting.  Compiled of many acres of flooded 

crops and bottom land with standing timber, 

scattered around West Central Missouri, This 

destination is perfectly positioned to take full 

advantage of the “Funnel” of waterfowl in 

their annual migration through the  

Mississippi Flyway.  You won’t find a private  

destination property in the United States 

that has as many acres of managed water 

control structures in the heart of historic 

waterfowl hunting.  

As hundreds of thousands of  

traveling waterfowl head south every year, 

This destination stands alone as a leader  

in the wing-shooting world with its  

combination of great hunting and true  

luxurious accommodations.  

14

   Bermuda        
     Triangle of     
       Waterfowl 

Private access to the best waterfowl      
    region in North America.
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The lodge invites guests to enjoy the finer things in life.

Within a stone’s throw of Steamboat Springs 

Colorado lies Colorado’s premier elk hunting 

destination.  This private ranch is perfectly 

nestled within the beauty of the majestic 

Colorado Rockies.  Clear sparkling lakes, 

high alpine meadows, shimmering canopies 

of aspen trees, dense pine forests, fields of 

wildflowers and mountain peaks...all under the 

deep blue Colorado sky.  One might argue that 

elk hunting doesn’t get much better than this.  

Mountain wilderness adventures 

abound at this unique hunting lodge.  Proudly 

offering the finest in Colorado elk hunts, 

Mule deer hunts, upland game hunts, fly 

fishing, sporting clays, horseback riding, 

wildlife viewing, and nature photography.  All 

complemented by luxurious accommodations, 

gourmet cuisine, and genuine hospitality.

The amenities at this luxury-

inspired gem are definitely a step above. The 

lodge invites guest to enjoy the finer things in 

life, from the savor of gourmet cuisine, to the 

great room with the sounds of a crackling fire 

beckoning from the stone fireplace.  Of course 

the more you experience it, the more you find 

yourself harboring the most wonderful of all 

fantasies...”We have this dude 

ranch all to ourselves”.

       North American  Elk                



This American owned Argentine Estancia 

offers the finest dove hunting available.  

Featuring 7,000 acres of private property and 

a greenbelt of trees, this destination is home 

to the largest dove roost in Argentina.   

There are literally over one million doves 

roosting on or flying over this property at 

any given moment.  Nowhere else in the 

world can a sportsman experience this caliber 

of dove hunting.  World-class wing shooting 

matched with luxurious diamond class  

accommodations are the hallmark of  

this premier destination.

The short distance from the lodge 

to the shooting areas sets this experience 

above any other dove destination.  They are 

virtually right outside your door.  You navigate 

by way of open hunting vehicle on this 

property.  In the same manner a golf course 

cuts a swath through the tall oaks and pines 

that normally surround it; the crops planted 

over this property follow a serpentine pattern 

across the fastidiously maintained grounds.  

There are 30 different shooting stations 

strategically located throughout the winding 

trails where a Member can shoot to his or 

her heart’s content.
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   Argentina  
          Wing Shooting

Nowhere else in the world can a sportsman experience
 this caliber of dove hunting.
else in the world can a sportsman experience
 this caliber of dove hunting.
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Guatemala is renowned for its bill fishing.  

We feature a truly exceptional sporting  

destination that will exceed expectations. 

Simply stated, the bill fishing is world class. 

The waters off Guatemala are 

teeming with fish.  The top boats release over 

2,000 sailfish a year.  Guatemala holds both 

the conventional and fly fishing records with 

most sailfish released in one day.  On March 

11, 2006, our Captain set the daily release  

record with an unbelievable 124 sailfish, as 

well as 300 sails in three days, 508 sails in 

seven days, and the most fish caught in one 

season at 2,809. Even more impressive,  

our Captain has the all time catch and 

release record with nearly 25,000 fish in his 

lifetime. These Pacific Sailfish average 80 to 

100 pounds, but fish over 100 pounds are 

common.  Marlin fishing in recent times 

has been exceptional and is clearly 

some of the best in the world. Blues, 

stripes, and blacks are all caught in our 

waters, with blue marlin in the 300 to 

700 pound range being most common. 

In recent years, it is not uncommon to 

raise 4 or more marlin in one day.  

Members will be enthralled with 

the fleet of ocean yachts, 

equipped with an impressive 

array of rods and reels.  The 

crews are both professional 

and accommodating and  

enjoy sharing their local  

fishing knowledge.

Members who 

choose to experience this 

exclusive destination can also 

fill their days with an extensive array of ad-

ditional services and amenities that include: 

sport fishing, fly fishing, scuba diving,  

snorkeling trips, and adventure tours.  

In addition, the cuisine is exquisite.   A privileged location  
                             with panoramic views.

          Guatemala 
Bill Fishing



       Bahama Bone      
               Fishing
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This destination rests upon a small 96-acre 

private island.  Just off the Coast of Andros 

Island in the Bahamas, this barrier island is 

accessible only by the lodge’s private ferry 

or seaplane.  With three miles of sugar-soft 

sandy beach stretching along its eastern shore, 

it is the perfect choice for guests who value 

elegance, adventure, privacy, and the very best 

bone fishing in the world.

This is truly the home to world-

class bone fishing.  Andros is renowned for 

having the largest bonefish in the world.  Fish 

averaging a solid 4 pounds, and many fish in 

the 9 plus pound class, are common.  Guides 

here fish the Joulter Cays that encompass 

1,000 square miles of flats — the largest 

expanse of bonefish flats in the hemisphere.  

Fishing on Andros is the best chance for the 

experienced or beginner bone fisherman to 

catch that world-class trophy.  The lodge also 

offers great light tackle off shore fishing for 

dorado, wahoo, king mackerel, tuna, and  

grouper — all within sight of the lodge.

A handful of gracefully decorated 

private villas that face the rhythmic ocean surf 

dot this island escape.  This destination offers 

the perfect blend of elegance and adventure.   

This is truly the home of world class  
                              bone fishing.
This is truly the home of world class  
                              bone fishing.



Montana Fly Fishing
This lodge, situated on a secluded private  

section of the Gallatin River, provides 

world-class western fly-fishing. This is 

“Big Sky” country fishing and hospitality 

at its finest. The only Montana lodge 

accepted into the prestigious “Select 

Registry” of distinguished inns in North 

America, this destination offers peerless 

rainbow, brown, and cutthroat trout  

fishing. There are over 100 miles of  

spectacular trout waters, with access  

to the Yellowstone, Madison, and 

Gallatin Rivers. The trout grow fat on 

the abundant insect and larvae hatches 

throughout the year. Four to six pound 

trout are common, and trout exceeding 

ten pounds are caught regularly. With 

great fly-fishing, exceptional guides,  

and exquisite western  

cuisine, this is simply a 

must do experience for 

the elite sportsman.  

Big Sky country... fishing and hospitality 
                             at its very best.
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Fascinating luxury in the heart of the Cana-

dian wilderness is the only way to describe 

this fisherman’s paradise.  Tucked under 

the shelter of Bernard Harbor on Princess 

Royal Island, this treasure, voted number 

one Canadian Resort and number four on the 

World’s Top 100 two years in a row, might be 

the most luxurious floating wilderness lodge 

ever built.  Adorned with a rock-clad fireplace, 

fireside chairs, and high quality leather sofas, 

this was truly built for the luxury leisure 

traveler.

The salmon season starts in May 

and runs until the end of September.  The 

waters surrounding this architectural marvel 

are teeming with fish.  Catering to both the 

fly-fishermen and traditional tackle folk, these 

waters produce Chinook salmon that range 

from 40 to 50 pounds annually.  Coho’s, 

pinks, halibut and lingcod also inhabit these 

same magical waters each season and assure 

an awesome experience.

Bernard Harbor, blanketed with the 

coastal rain forest, is a marvelous backdrop 

for the luxury-seeking sportsman.  This is a 

must see destination for those who seek the 

very best in outdoor travel.     

      Catering to both the  
    traditional tackle folk 
       and fly-fishermen.

   British Columbia  
            Fishing
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For more information about CATT Ministries Foundation 
call 866.661.8818

info@catt-ministriesfoundation.org
www.catt-ministriesfoundation.org

www.cattbigbuckbootcamp.org

In the spirit of giving back and sharing the incredible experiences that only the  
outdoors can offer, CATT Ministries Foundation / Big Buck Boot Camp, a 501(C) (3)  
not-for-profit charitable organization founded and operated by the owners of Presnell 
Sporting Collection, is committed to its God given mission to offer a venue where 
youth, veterans, those with disabilities, persons with terminal illness, and other non-
profit organizations can come, learn, and experience nature while enjoying a full range 
of outdoor sporting activities and programs created to emphasize learning, sharing, 
wellness, and exploring in a context that has been carefully planned for safety and 
enjoyment with equipment and facilities designed for those with challenges.
The Foundation’s Outdoor Wish Program affords to individuals with a terminal illness
a precious opportunity to fulfill an outdoor aspiration or dream. Through the associa-
tion with Presnell Sporting Collection and the generosity of its Members and other 
supporters, “Once In a Lifetime” experiences are had and dreams become
realities.
For more information on how you can get involved and/or support CATT Ministries
Foundation / Big Buck Boot Camp, please visit our website at catt-ministriesfoundation.org  
 

CATT Ministries Foundation is a 501(C) (3) not-for-profit charitable organization, Fed Tax ID# 30-0060691

“JUST TAKE ONE MORE”
CATT Ministries Foundation

Replacing Memories for Some, 
Creating New Memories for All.



P. O. Box 123
Morgantown, IN 46160

Toll Free: 866.661.8818
Local: 317.534.6998
Fax: 800.381.5294

E-mail: info@presnellsportingcollection.com
www.presnellsportingcollection.com
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